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Abstract - -Numerous techniques have been developed to extend the basic FDTD method to 
domains whose boundaries do not lie on mesh surfaces. Usually these methods are not simple to 
apply and may involve mesh generation, nonstandard differencing, and other difficulties. For the 
time periodic problem, this paper describes an alternative approach which uses only uniform mesh 
differencing. Restricting to time periodic problems avoids some well-known stability issues which 
occur with most discretizations of the fully time dependent problem. The boundary conditions are 
imposed by an interpolation scheme. The method is described and applied to some two-dimensional 
problems for which exact solutions are known. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of different approaches are used to solve Maxwell's equations in complex geometries by 
FDTD type approximations. The crudest approach is simply to use a staircase mesh. Staircasing 
can result in very inaccurate approximations particularly for interior problems in which boundary 
errors cannot merely spread away to infinity but must remain trapped within the domain [1-3]. 
A very simple il lustration of the dangers of staircasing is given in the Appendix of this paper. 
The Appendix indicates that, in general, staircase approximations may be nonconvergent under 
mesh refinement. 
At the other extreme of programming complexity is the fully unstructured covolume approach 
using a tetrahedral mesh combined with its Voronoi dual [4]. Between these extremes are tech- 
niques using distorted bricks (hexahedra) [5] and overlapping mesh techniques. Widely used are 
a number of methods which improve the results of staircasing while staying closer to the classical 
rectangular mesh setting. Perhaps best known of these is the contour path method [6], and its 
stabilized version [7]. Some related approaches are discussed in [3] and comparisons may be found 
in [8]. These methods tend to use a uniform mesh inside the domain and modify it to fit the 
local boundary. Recently, a fictitious domain technique has been used [9]. This requires a mesh 
on the surface of a scatterer in addition to a rectangular mesh. The work described herein differs 
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from the above approaches in that it uses only uniform mesh differencing even in situations of 
high geometric omplexity. The boundary conditions are satisfied by means of an interpolation 
scheme. 
The method is described below for the second-order time harmonic curl curl equations. The 
basic method applies equally to time domain and time harmonic first-order formulations. However 
(and in common with other methods), in the direct generalization to nonstationary problems we 
encounter excessive stability restrictions due to the absence of any control over the lengths of the 
mesh segments cut off by the domain boundary. This is a difficult problem which lies outside 
the framework of the ideas of this paper. The discussion is limited to time harmonic problems in 
which the stability issue is irrelevant since only algebraic equations have to be solved. 
The spatial discretization algorithm is explained in the following section. We have tried to give 
a description of the algorithm which does not leave too many details of implementation to the 
programmer. After defining the algorithm it is applied to some two-dimensional TE calculations 
in bounded domains for which exact solutions are available. By this means the accuracy of the 
technique can be assessed without the added complication of domain truncation errors that would 
be present in exterior problems. 
2. ALGORITHM 
We will discuss the algorithm in conjunction with the time harmonic second-order form of 
Maxwell's equations. Assuming a uniform medium the equations for the electric field E -= 
(E 1 , E 2, E 3) are 
curl cur iE - k2E = 0, in ~, (1) 
E x n = F, in F. (2) 
Here, ~ denotes a bounded domain of R 3 with boundary F and outward pointing normal n, k is 
a complex constant, and F denotes a prescribed tangential boundary field. 
The basic idea is to substitute a mesh conforming boundary Ph for F and to choose suit- 
able boundary conditions for Fh. For this, assume R a is covered with rectilinear mesh cells 
of lengths hx, h v, and hz in the x, y, and z directions. Mesh points are by definition the 
points (ihx, jhy, khz) for lil, IJl, ]k[ = 0, 1 , . . . ,  c¢. Mesh cells including their boundaries are de- 
noted by ci,j,k where this cell extends along the positive coordinate directions from the mesh 
point ( ihx, jhy, khz). Associated with each mesh cell are three electric field components Ei mj,k, 
m = 1, 2, 3 where these denote the components of the electric field at the points x~+l/2,j,k, 
Yi,j+l/2,k, and z~,j,k+l/2 in the directions of the coordinate axes. Corresponding definitions hold 
for the two-dimensional case. 
Discrete approximations to the second-order form of Maxwell's equations are written at each 
interior edge in the usual staggered mesh fashion (the spatial part of the FDTD algorithm). 
Consider for example the first equation of (1), 
02E 2 02E 3 c32E 1 02E 1 
+ - -  k2E 1 = O. 
Oyax OzOx 02y 02z 
For a square mesh with h~ = h~ = hz =: h and after multiplying by h 2 the finite-difference 
approximation to this equation is 
[E2+l,j,k J- E [ j _ l , k  -- E2+l,j+l,k -- E2j,k] 
E 3 E 3 E 3 _ E3j_l,k_ 1] + [ i+l,j,k + ~,j,k-1 -- i+ l j - l , k -1  
-- E1 - i,j-l,k] [ ~,j+l,k 2E~,j,k - E 1 
_ E 1 E 1 [ - 2E1, ,  + - (kh)2Eij,  = 0.  
(3) 
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(The h dependence of the solution of (3) is suppressed here.) The second and third equations 
of (1) are discretized in a similar way. 
Application of the boundary condition (2) is immediate if the boundary F consists only of 
faces of mesh cells since tangential field components are immediately available for use in the 
difference quations. In that case we may write the finite-difference equations as a linear system 
of equations. If there are no interior edges and nl boundary edges in the mesh this linear system 
can be written as 
AoUo + A1U1 = O, (4) 
where A0 is of order no x no and A1 is of order no × nl. The vector U0 contains the unknown 
values of the electric field (listed in some convenient order) and the vector U1 contains the edge 
values which can always be obtained from the boundary condition (2) and so are known values. 
The linear equations can be solved for the interior values giving a discrete approximation to E. 
3. MESH BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS 
When F does not consist entirely of cell faces we proceed to define a substitute boundary 
consisting only of cell faces. This boundary is defined as the boundary of the following union of 
mes]h cells: 
Mh := U {c~,~,k I c~,j,k n f t  ~ 0}. 
This is just the set of mesh cells which intersect he domain. The boundary of Mh, containing 
only mesh faces, is denoted by Fh. A boundary cell is defined to be one with at least one face 
(or edge in two-dimensional problems) on Fh. Note that a cell may contain points of F but not 
be a boundary cell. Figure 1 illustrates this for two dimensions. Cells such as the one marked in 
Figure 1 occur frequently and are called blocked cells. Generally, they intersect Fh but only in a 
set of lower dimension than a mesh face. Denote by nl the number of edges in Fh and by n2 the 
number of boundary cells. 
Part of F 
Blocked cell 
, , Part of Fh 
Boundary 
cell 
Figure 1. Illustrating some mesh definitions. 
For the edges in M h we may write a system of the general form (4). However this time we 
do not know the edge values U1 and some additional equations are required to define them. 
The additional equations are obtained by interpolation. The main problem is to ensure that the 
number of interpolation equations and boundary edges are the same, First we will show how to 
do this for two dimensions. The general strategy is to choose a sufficient number of points on F 
in each boundary cell at which to interpolate the boundary conditions. Choosing interpolation 
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points is discussed in the next paragraph. Given an interpolation point the simplest interpolation 
is linear in each field component separately. For instance, denoting by ~ - (2, ~) an interpolation 
point for the cell c~,j, its boundary equation becomes 
E x (£)  = F (5) 
where 
E l (~)  . -  Y i+ l , j - f ]  E1 .~ Y -Y i , j  E 1 - y ,j  ÷l,j (6) 
with a corresponding expression for the E 2 component. This is simple minded linear interpola- 
tion applied separately in each coordinate direction within a cell. In (6) the x field component 
is interpolated. Interpolation of this component is performed in the y direction. Similarly, in- 
terpolation of the y component is performed in the x direction. Recall that linear interpolation 
is second-order accurate for smooth functions which are consistent with the formal second-order 
accuracy of the basic discretization. 
Having obtained an approximation to each component of the vector field at a selected point the 
approximate field can be cross multiplied with the boundary normal to obtain an approximate 
boundary condition as in (5). The approximation error of the boundary condition (5) is the error 
of interpolation and is therefore formally second order in the mesh spacing. 
Continuing with the two-dimensional case a boundary cell has at least one and up to three 
edges or more in Fh (Figures 2-4). Moreover, each boundary edge belongs to one and only one 
boundary cell. This suggests maintaining the numerical correspondence b tween boundary edges 
and interpolation equations by choosing as many interpolation points in a boundary cell as there 
are boundary edges of that cell and that is what we do. 
The collection of boundary equations can then be written in a form corresponding to (4) as 
BoUo + B1U1 = F 
where  F contains known values obtained f rom the boundary  function evaluated at the selected 
boundary  points. B0  is of order nl x no and  B I  is of order nl x nl. 
To  generate the above equations we need a simple and fast way  to choose the interpolation 
points in the boundary  cells. For brevity, call a boundary  cell containing q interpolation points 
a q-cell (where 1 _< q _< 3). We have found the following procedure to be easy to program and 
effective. 
STEP  i. Generate  a large number  of points on F. 
STEP  2. 
• For a one-cell choose the point closest to the center of the cell. 
• For a two-cell choose two points in the cell, each as close as possible to a (distinct) 
boundary.  
• For a three-cell use the three points obtained for the one-cell and  two-cell cases. 
For a two-cell, note that the boundary  curve must  enter and  leave the cell by  two adjacent 
edges. Then  Step 2 just says to pick the two points inside the cell and  close to these boundaries. 
A three-cell occurs when the boundary  curve enters and leaves by the same edge. If this occurs 
we  are in a degenerate geometr ic situation wh ich  is quite rare in practice. It should be avoided 
if possible since it tends to degrade the accuracy of most  approx imat ion  procedures. The  choice 
of interpolation point for a one-cell is made to keep the interpolation error small. 
For Step I, the representation of the boundary  surface plays a role. Clearly an analytic for- 
mulat ion of the boundary  will be best; for example,  a NURBS or facet representation will be 
fine as will generic parametr ic  representations. The  number  of points to use in Step 1 is a free 
parameter  in this approach. However ,  the cost of Steps 1 and  2 is low and  there is usually no 
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]Figure 2. The interpolation point of a one-cell. 
The boundary intersects opposite sides of the cell. 
Figure 3. The interpolation points of a two-cell. 
The boundary intersects adjacent sides of the cell. 
f 
Figure 4. The interpolation points of three-ceil. It may be preferable to "cut the 
corner" and use a two-ceil. 
difficulty in using a relatively large number of points. It is important o point out that by def- 
inition blocked cells are not boundary cells and must not be included in Step 2. Blocked cells 
are treated like interior cells in that each edge has an electromagnetics equation associated with 
it. The algorithm obtains sufficient information about the geometry of the boundary from the 
boundary cells alone. 
Concerning the three-dimensional situation, the most important point is that the correspon- 
dence between boundary edges and equations can be maintained. The method for this is a direct 
extension of that used above. The main difference is that an interpolant is matched to the com- 
ponent of the boundary vector F in the boundary face containing the cell. Apart from this the 
technique parallels the two-dimensional case. However, there is an additional difficulty because 
we need to generate points in the faces containing boundary edges. This can be done exactly if 
the representation f the boundary has a suitable form. Otherwise it can be done using approx- 
imations coupled with a Step 1 like generation of boundary points. Either way it involves more 
effort than in two dimensions. There are also more possibilities for geometrical degeneracies. 
4. LINEAR EQUATION SYSTEM 
Writing out the interior ("A')  and interpolation ("B") equations gives a linear system to be 
solved for the boundary and interior edge values. This is 
AoUo + A1U1 = O, (7) 
BoUo + BIUI  = F. (8) 
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By construction this is a system of N linear equations for N unknowns which can be solved 
for the approximate lectric field values. Assuming that these equations have a unique solution, 
it has the following properties. 
1. The interior difference quations are satisfied (A equations). 
2. The prescribed boundary condition is interpolated (B equations). 
On the basis of these properties we expect the solution to give a reasonably good approximation 
to the solution of (1),(2). This is investigated below. 
5. EXAMPLES 
In this section we shall check that the above procedures give reasonable approximations in 
cases where exact solutions are available. The exact solutions (in plane polar coordinates (r, 8)) 
are special cases of the following: 
Er(r, 8) := -P Jp (k r )  sin(pS), 
E°(r,8) := (kJ,+l(kr)-  Jp(k ))cos(pS), 
E z := 0, 
where J denotes standard Bessel functions, p is a real parameter, and k appears in (1). 
reference the Cartesian components of these fields are 
E l(r, 8) := - PJp(kr) sin((p - 1)8) - kJp+l (kr) cos(pS) sin 8, 
E2(r, 0) := -P Jp (k r )  cos((p - 1)8) + kJp+l(kr) cos(pS) cos 8, 
E 3 : O. 
For 
Three cases are of interest corresponding to p = 0, p = 3, and p = 2/3. For p = 0 the domain 
is a disk of unit radius, for p = 3 it is the sector of the unit disk 0 < 8 < r /3 ,  and for p = 2/3 
it is the sector 0 < 0 < 3~r/2. For each case we set up and solved the (Cartesian) equations for 
various values of h and k as indicated in the tables below. The equations were solved using the 
sparse matrix solvers in MATLAB. Generally, we solved up to a sufficiently high resolution to 
give an impression of the rate of convergence to the exact solution, provided this did not require 
excessive resources. 
Figure 5 illustrates how the origin of coordinates is positioned relative to the mesh. This 
slightly artificial configuration was chosen to ensure that nontrivial interpolations are used near 
the origin and along the horizontal part of the boundary in the cases p = 3 and p = 2/3. For p = 0 
the domain is circular and this point is moot. It should be emphasised that the configuration 
of Figure 5 was used in every calculation reported below. An implication is that the successive 
meshes are not nested and smooth behavior of the empirical convergence rate is not expected. 
Table 1 shows the data for p = 0. Here and below the column headings are, respectively, the 
number of mesh cells/unit length along a coordinate axis, the number of interior edges in the 
mesh, the number of boundary edges in the mesh, the number of cells intersecting F, and the 
number of blocked cells. The remaining columns show the relative mean square (/2) error of the 
interior x components of the solution for the shown values of k. As indicated in the table captions 
we generated 2000 points on the boundary of each domain for Step 1 of Section 3 above. Greater 
numbers of points were tried but gave no significant modification to the results. Fewer points 
could probably be used without detriment. However this part of the program is so fast that using 
fewer points was not considered worthwhile. No attempt was made to optimize the mesh size to 
achieve the accuracy shown. Quite possibly, the same accuracy could be obtained using coarser 
meshes. The number of interpolation points on F (columns 4 and 5) increases linearly with 1/h, 
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Figure 5. A schematic illustrating the location of the origin relative to a typical mesh 
cell. The origin is centrally located in the cell. This illustration is for p = 2/3. The 
same geometric relationship was maintained for the other values of p and h. 
as one might  expect. The  accuracy for the given amount  of work  appears to be satisfactory, 
and  at least for the meshes  used in the table the error decreases satisfactorily as the mesh  size 
is reduced. The  rate of convergence (assuming that convergence does indeed occur) appears to 
lie somewhere  between first and  second order but there is insufficient regularity to give a precise 
appraisal. The  number  of mesh  points per wavelength to achieve the accuracies shown appears 
to be increasing with k; this can be attributed to the wel l -known effects of mesh  dispersion. 
Table 2 shows  the results for p = 3. The  domain  here is a 60 deg sector of the unit disk. The  
origin of coordinates is at (I/2, 1/2), wh ich  is not a mesh  point. This  ensures that edge values on 
the horizontal boundary  segment  are determined by nontrivial interpolations. For this p rob lem 
there are discontinuities in the boundary  tangent at polar coordinate locations (i, 0) and  (I, 7r/3) 
and  a nonconforming  linear boundary  segment  along 0 = 7~/3. The  tangent discontinuities were 
s imply ignored since that is likely to be done  with realistically complex  geometries. For the most  
part the results again suggest a rate of convergence between first and  second. The  bot tom right 
corner table e lement contains an additional figure. This is the error for the same calculation 
carried out on a mesh  with h = 1/128 and  indicates a mesh  size wh ich  gives reasonable accuracy 
for this wave  number .  
Table 3 shows  the results for p = 2/3 corresponding to excising the fourth quadrant  f rom 
the unit disk. The  exact solution is unbounded at the origin, behav ing like r -I/3. The exact 
solution is still in L2(~).  For this p rob lem the position of the origin can affect the accuracy of 
the numerical  solution. As  already ment ioned  the origin was  placed in the center of a mesh  cell. 
Improved  results could be obtained by placing it at a mesh  point instead of at the center of a 
mesh  cell. 
The  poor  regularity at the origin exerts an adverse influence on the accuracy of the results. 
The  rate of convergence is low and  fine meshes  have to be used to obtain reasonable accuracy. 
We do not report a solution with k = 20 for this reason. Most  likely, local mesh  refinement 
should be used in cases such as that (the error is ~ 15% with h = 1/64). It should be pointed out 
that the difficulty of this p rob lem is not a consequence of our boundary  treatment-- i t  is caused 
by at tempt ing to approx imate  an unbounded solution. In this connect ion an interesting result 
is in the k = 1 co lumn.  The  ratios of successive errors in this co lumn are 0.63, 0.62, 0.64. On  
the other hand the value of the mesh  ratio 1/2 raised to the power  2/3 is 0.63. This suggests 
a rate O(r  2/3) wh ich  is consistent with the expected rate for this problem. The  implication is 
that the boundary  approx imat ion  is not deteriorating the accuracy of the difference scheme in 
this case. Also interesting is that despite the poor  rate of convergence of the finite-difference 
approximation,  engineering accuracy is fairly easy to obtain if k is not too big. 
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Table 1. Results for p -- 0; 2000 points define F. 
#Int.  Vars. #Bdy. Vars. #F  Cls. #Blkd. Cls. 
448 68 64 16 
1688 132 128 36 
6552 260 232 48 
25960 516 464 100 
k=l  k=5 
O.55% 13.84% 
0.21% 3.52% 
0.045% 0.65%" 
0.023% 0.28% 
k - - l l  
55.99% 
15.62% 
4.24% 
1.37% 
k=18 
13.91% 
4.50% 
1 
8 
16 
32 
64 
Table 2. Results for p = 3; 2000 points define F. 
#Int.  Vars. #Bdy. Vars. 
85 34 
300 64 
1060 120 
4393 242 
#F  Cls. #Blkd Cls. k = 1 k = 5 k = 10 
30 7 7.44% 8.74% > 100% 
59 14 2.54% 2.06% > 100% 
113 26 1.15% 0.86% 5.7% 
221 43 0.27% 0.26% 1.16% 
k=20 
74% 
9.55%, 3.41% 
1 
8 
16 
32 
64 
Table 3. Results for p -- 2/3; 2000 points define F. 
#Int .  Vars. #Bdy. Vats. #F  Cls. #Blkd. Cls. 
344 68 64 13 
1282 132 128 28 
4934 260 231 30 
19502 516 461 61 
k=l  k - -5  k=10 
3.91% 29.44% _> 100% 
2.45% 11.82% 13.57% 
1.51% 2.13% 4.15% 
0.96% 1.36% 1.43% 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented an algorithm which (in principle) allows the use of rectangular meshes 
to solve electromagnetics problems in arbitrary geometries. The method is relatively simple to 
implement even for complex domains. It is only necessary to be able to generate a large number 
of points on the bounding surface(s). Results were given which suggest hat engineering accuracy 
is easy to obtain. This was demonstrated for bounded and unbounded solutions to the time 
harmonic Maxwell equations. It is possible that accuracy could be improved by the use of higher 
order interpolations of the boundary conditions. 
APPENDIX  
Consider a TE problem containing a linear boundary segment F of slope 1. To exclude irrel- 
evancies assume that the segment is of infinite extent. Using a square finite-difference mesh we 
obtain the situation illustrated in Figure A1. Without loss of generality assume that the domain 
of interest, ~, lies to the left of the boundary segment. The boundary condition is E x n = 0 
on F. Mesh edges marked by single arrowheads are ordinary interior edges where the appropriate 
electric field component is to be found. Edges marked with double arrowheads are outside the 
domain and following the usual staircase technique the electric field components in the relevant 
directions are set to 0. 
The problem with the staircase approximation is evident by inspection of Figure A1. Consider 
for example the point A. At that point the exterior x and y electric field components are both 
zero. In some sense then the staircase approximation is forcing the normal electric field to zero 
on F. Whatever this sense actually is, it cannot be fundamentally different from the sense in which 
the tangential condition is approximated. Therefore if the (discrete) tangential field component 
approximates zero then so does the normal component. Setting the normal field component 
to zero (in addition to the tangential field component) overdetermines Maxwell's equations and 
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convergence as the  mesh  is ref ined is h igh ly  improbab le .  Th is  s t rong ly  ind icates  that ,  in general ,  
s ta i rcas ing  is of dub ious  va lue for mode l ing  complex  geometr ies.  
The  argument  of the  last  paragraph is qua l i ta t ive  and  intu i t ive  but  can be  made r igorous at  
the  cost of a ra ther  lengthy  techn ica l  computat ion .  
f~ 
),,., 
G / 
/ 
s ~ , f  
/.. ) ) ...... ) .. 
Figure A1. At the mesh point A the external field components are both zero, implying 
that the normal field component as well as the tangential component is zero. 
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